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INTRODUCTION 
Most finite-group theorists are aware that C. Jordan proved that there 
is a function f: fV + N such that whenever G is a finite subgroup of 
GL(n, C), then there is an Abelian normal subgroup, A, of G such that 
[G : A] <f(n). Explicit functions f have been given by Blichfeldt, 
Frobenius, and Speiser. There are two usual types of proof of Jordan’s 
theorem in the literature. One (e.g., [2]) is to show that with respect to a 
suitable norm on M,(C), 11 g/l = 1 for all g E G, yet 11 g - h/I > c, whenever g, 
h lie in different cosets of a suitable Abelian normal subgroup (where c is 
a positive constant independent of G). The other is to show that if an 
element ge G has its eigenvalues sufficiently close together, then g 
commutes with all its conjugates (e.g., [6]). 
Here, we have several objectives. One is to give a modern proof of 
Jordan’s theorem which we believe is more transparent than the usual ones, 
and which illustrates that the approaches mentioned above are equivalent 
in essence. Next we give a short proof of a well-known result of Blichfeldt. 
Then we provide a proof of a little-known result of Blichfeldt, which is in 
a sense optimal. Finally, we prove some new results on elements of prime 
power order in linear groups. 
Notation. As usual, we define ( , 
/I 11 on C” via Ilull =J<v,v>. W 
) on @“x C” via (u, w) = utiT, and 
e make M,(C) into a Banach algebra in 
the usual fashion via the operator norm IIA II = sup{ IIuA I/ : u E C” with 
/lull = 1) for A EM,(C). 
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For XEM,(@) and IE C, we let X-1 denote X-iZ,. 
Remarks. We note that (as is well known): 
1. Whenever A E M,(C), and U is a unitary matrix in M,(C), we 
have IlAUll = IIUAI/ = IlAll. 
2. For any A EM,(@), l/All =max{& : A is an eigenvalue of AAT}. 
3. Whenever A E M,(C) is normal, IIA II = max{ lIti : L is an eigenvalue 
of A}. 
We leave the proof of our first result to the reader. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a unitary n x n matrix. Let 8 be the length of the 
shortest arc on the unit circle which contains all eigenvalues of X. Then 
if tI> z, we have I/X- AlI > 1 for all 1”~ C, while zf 8< II, we have 
11X- 111 2 sin(8/2) for all 1 E @. 
Furthermore, if 8 > x then 0 is the only value of E. for which II X- 111 = 1, 
whilst tf tI 6 71, there is a unique value of 2 for which [IX-- A/I = sin(8/2), and 
this 1, is in the interior of the unit disk unless 8 = 0. 
Remark. Hence we see that there is a scalar i with II X - 111 < $ if and 
only if the eigenvalues of X all lie on an arc of length at most n/3 on the 
unit circle. 
Now we can prove a variant of a theorem of Frobenius (see Sect. 36 
of [2] or Chap. 14 of [3]). 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite subgroup of U,(C). Let H = (g E G: for 
some urea=, llg-u/l <i). Then: 
1. H is an Abelian normal subgroup of G. 
2. Zfx, LEG withxH#yH, then Ilx-yll>,/q>i. 
3. [G : H] is bounded in terms of n (independently of G). 
Proof. 1. It is clear that H a G. To prove that H is Abelian, we use 
induction on n. We may assume that n > 1, that H = G, and that G is 
irreducible, so we do. Then G is certainly non-Abelian. 
By Lemma 1, we may choose x E G\Z(G) and p E C such that IIx - ~11 is 
minimized over all pairs (g, 1) E (G\Z( G)) x C. 
To derive a contradiction, it suffices to prove that whenever h E G is such 
that (Ih - AlI < f for some A E C, then xh = hx. 
Choose such h and A. 
Then j)xP’hP1xh- 111 = Jlxh-hxll = ll(h-,4)(x-p)-(x-p)(h-A)(\ d 
2 l(h-211 Ilx-plI < [lx-pll. By Lemma 1, we conclude that either 
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xP1klxh=Z, or else there is some YEC with 11(x-‘h-‘x/z)-yll < lix-pli. 
In any case, the choice of (x, p) forces x-‘h- ‘xh E Z(G). 
Now if x-‘h-‘xh=yZ for some y # 1, then we have trace(x-‘h-lx)= 
y trace(k’), so that trace(h-‘) = 0. However, whenever /I is an eigenvalue 
of h, l/?-AI 6 f, so Re(P-‘A)>, 4, and thus Re(l trace(k’)) >n/2. Hence 
we must have x-‘/r ~ ‘xh = Z, the desired contradiction. 
2. Suppose that x, LEG with xH#yH, but with l/x-y11’<2-& 
Let g = x ~ ‘y. Then g $ H, and III- gl12 6 2 - & Hence whenever 
o = exp(i0) is an eigenvalue of g, we have 11 - ol* < 2 - fi, so that 
cos 6’2 a/2, and it readily follows that Iw - 4’?/2I 6 4, so that 
Ij g - a//211 < 4, contrary to the fact that g $ H. 
3. Let B= {A EM,(C) : IIAll = l}. Then B is compact and there is a 
finite number, say f(n), of open balls in M,(C) of radius J-12 (with 
centres in B) which cover B. By part 2 above, each of these open balls 
contains elements of G from at most one coset of H, so we certainly have 
CC : HI <f(n). 
Our next result is a new proof of a theorem of Blichfeldt. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a finite irreducible quasi-primitive subgroup of 
GL(n, C). Let x be an element of G which has an eigenvalue 1 such that all 
eigenvalues of x lie within n/3 of II on the unit circle. Then x E Z(G). 
Proof: We recall that an irreducible character, x, of a finite group G is 
said to be quasi-primitive if whenever H 4 G, Resg(X) is a multiple of a 
single irreducible character of H. The extension of this notion to linear 
groups is clear. We may, and do, suppose that GE U(n, C). 
Suppose that x $Z(G). Let H= (x” : ge G), and let V, = (v E @” : 
ux = iv}. Then Vj, is not H-invariant, as G is quasi-primitive (for if VA were 
H-invariant, then as H 4 G, x would act as scalar multiplication by A 
on C”). Let {ui : 1 d i< r} be an orthonormal basis for V,, and choose a 
conjugate, y say, of x which does not leave Vi. invariant, and is such that 
xi=, Ilu,(y--%)I/ is minimal subject to this condition. 
We note that Ily - AlI < 1 (and IIx - AlI ,< l), since whenever p is an 
eigenvalue of y, 12 - ~1 Q 1. We claim that V, is not yxy - l-invariant. For 
if Vj, were yxy - ’ -invariant, we would either have vyxy -’ = Au for all u E Vi 
(in which case vy E Vi. for all v E V,, contrary to assumption), or else there 
would be some p # A E @ and some 0 # VE V, with vyxy-’ = pv. In the 
latter case, we have uyx = pvy, so since x is unitary and p ~1, we have 
(u;e;‘,;($2so ll$~-~H*=2 1142, contrary to Ily-AlI d1. 
3 > ..., pr be any r complex numbers. Then we have 
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i= 1 
= ,;, IMY- PAX - A)II d c IbAY - /aI. 
i=l 
For each i, the unique choice of pi which minimizes Jlui(y - pi)11 is 
,u,= (uiy, vi>. Hence we obtain CT=, llu,(yxy-‘-A)11 <Ci=i Ilv,(y-A)ll. 
The choice of y forces equality, so that ( ui y, vi) = 1 for each i. This in turn 
forces uiy = Auj for each i, contrary to the fact that Vi, is not y-invariant. 
The proof of Theorem B is complete. 
Our next result is probably well-known. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(n, C), and let x be an 
element of G all of whose eigenvalues all lie on an arc of length less than 7c 
on the unit circle. 
Suppose that the given representation of G is inducedfrom a representation 
of a proper subgroup, H, of G. Then x E 0, E o Hg. 
Proof Let x be the character afforded by the given representation of G. 
We claim that whenever ] is a subcharacter of Res’&>(X) (i.e., q is a charac- 
ter of (x) such that Res’&(X)-r] is a character, or 0), then q(x) ~0. 
Choose such an q, and note that in any representation of (x) affording II, 
the eigenvalues of x lie on an arc of length less than 7c on the unit circle. 
Let I be the midpoint of this arc. Then Re(A-‘q(x)) > 0, so q(x) # 0. 
Now let x = Indg($), where II/ is a character of H. Then ResT+(X)= 
c geH\G/<x> lnd%&x>(Res~:n(x, ($“-I)). If possible, choose gE H\G/(x) 
such that x 4 Hg. Then, setting r] = Indg8,“,>, +> (Resgi, X> A (I)“-‘)) we have 
a(x) = 0, a contradiction, as r] is a subcharacter of Res<,,(X). Hence there 
is no such g, and xE ngcc HR. 
The next result (at least in the primitive case) appears as an exercise in 
Blichfeldt’s book [ 11. The result seems worth remarking on, since it is 
sharp in the sense that the two-dimensional faithful complex representation 
of SL(2,5) shows that there can be elements which do not commute with 
all their conjugates in finite complex linear groups, whose eigenvalues all lie 
on an arc of length 245 on the unit circle. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(n, C), and let x be an 
element of G whose eigenualues all lie on arc of length less than 245 on the 
unit circle. Then (xg: g E G) is Abelian. 
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Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false, and choose G and n to violate 
the theorem so that first n, then IGI are minimized. 
Then G is irreducible, and we may (and do) assume that G consists of 
unitary matrices. 
We claim that G is primitive (hence quasi-primitive, by Clifford’s 
theorem). Let x be the character afforded by the given representation of G. 
Suppose that x = Indg($), where II/ is a primitive irreducible character of 
a proper subgroup, H, of G. Let K = ngeG Hp. By Lemma 2, x E K. Since 
H < G, the choice of n and G forces [H, xg] < ker ij for each g E G (for II/ 
is primitive, so any Abelian normal subgroup of H/ker tj is central). 
Let p be an irreducible constituent of Resf (ll/). Then [K, x”] < ker p for 
each ge G. Now every irreducible constituent of Resz(X) is of the form pLRm’ 
for some g E G (as K 4 G), so that [K, x] 9 ker(pg-‘) for all such g, and 
hence [K, x] < ker x = { 1 G}. Thus x E Z(K), so that ( xg : g E G ) < Z(K), 
and G is no counterexample. Thus G is primitive. 
Let A be an eigenvalue of x such that every other eigenvalue of x has the 
form e”A, where 0 < 0 < 2n/5. By Theorem B, no value of 0 can lie between 
7c/15 and x/3 (for if there were such a 8, then every eigenvalue of x would 
lie within 7c/3 of Ile” on the unit circle). It now follows that every eigen- 
value of x5 lies within 71/3 of Is on the unit circle. By Theorem B, x5 = 2’1. 
Since all eigenvalues of x lie strictly within 27c/5 of i on the unit circle, this 
forces x = AZ, a contradiction. The proof of Theorem C is complete. 
Remark. The reader may care to note that Theorem C could be used 
to sharpen Theorem A. 
THEOREM D. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(n, C), p an odd prime. 
Let x be a p element of G whose eigenvalues all lie on an arc of length less 
than x(p - &)/2p on the unit circle, where E = &- 1, and p F E (mod 4). Then 
x commutes with all its conjugates. 
Proof Suppose that the result is false, and choose a counterexample so 
that first 1 (x)1, then n + IGI are minimized. Using an argument like that 
at the beginning of Theorem C, we can conclude that G is irreducible and 
primitive. 
Step 1. G= (xg:geG). For suppose that XEN~G. Then XEU,(N) 
by induction, so x E O,(G). If O,(G) d Z(G), we are done. Otherwise, as G 
is primitive, O,(G) = ZE where Z is cyclic (and central in G), E is extra- 
special of exponent p. In particular, for x the character of G afforded by the 
given representation, we have x(y) = 0 whenever y E O,(G)\Z. This forces 
x E Z, contrary to assumption. 
Step 2. O,(G) d Z(G). For suppose that O,(G) x Z(G), so that 
O,(G) = ZE as above (and E = sZ,(O,(G)) CHAR G). We claim first that 
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G= EC,(E). By standard properties of extraspecial groups it sufftces to 
show that [G, E] <Z(E). We show that [E, x] <Z(E), which suffices to 
establish the claim, as G = (xg : g E G). 
Let x be as before, and let q be an irreducible constituent of ~1. Then in 
any representation affording q, the eigenvalues of x all lie on an arc of 
length less than z(p - s)/p on the unit circle. Now ~2 1 E is a multiple of the 
regular character of E/Z(E), and all its constituents are linear. Let ,I be an 
irreducible constituent of q 1 E, H= I(%). Now whenever $ is a subcharacter 
of q I+), $(x) # 0 (otherwise, x would have eigenvalues including tlo 
(O<i<p-1) for some c( where w=exp2ni/p) so that XE&~~H~, and 
16 xl G nge G ker(lg) 6 ker q. Hence we see that [E, x] 6 ker(X;l) 6 Z(G), 
which suffices to establish the claim. 
Now we write x = ab, where a E E, b E C,(E). Since G = EC,(E), we may 
write x = @II/, where @ is an irreducible character of E and $ is an 
irreducible character of C,(E). Then x(x)=@(a) $(b). Since we cannot 
have x(x) = 0, we must have @(a) # 0, so that a E Z(E). Thus x E Co(E). 
Now, however, we have E < Z(G), a contradiction. Thus O,(G) < Z(G). 
Step 3. 
then xPm-’ 
sZ,((x)) < O,(G). For if x has order p”, and xpm~‘~Op(G), 
x$-l = 1,. 
E Z(G), and we can replace x by a scalar multiple x0 so that 
Now the minimal choice of 1 (x) 1 forces x,, to be a scalar 
matrix, so x E Z(G), a contradiction. 
Step 4. The final contradiction. Let y = xPmm’ (m as above), let P be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G containing x, and let Q be the normal subgroup of 
P generated by the G-conjugates of y within P. 
Now x has at most p”- ‘(p - c)/4 distinct eigenvalues, so in any 
reduction (mod p) of G we have (y - 1 )(pPs)/4 = (x - 1 )pm-‘(p--E)/4 = 0. Thus 
p > 3. By Theorem A of [5], we may conclude that IV&Q) is irreducible 
and quasi-primitive. 
As in step 2, we obtain [Q, x] 6 Z(Q), so that x E QC,(Q). Also, since 
XI QCc(Q) is a multiple of a single irreducible character, we may conclude 
that x E C,(Q), as in step 3. 
As in the proof of Theorem A of [5], there is L -=I G with C,(Q) d L, 
such that x 1 L = all/, where $ I Cc(Q) is irreducible. Now x E C,(Q), so that 
L = G, X 1 Cc(Q) is irreducible. Now, however, Q (which certainly centralizes 
C,(Q)!) must consist of scalar matrices, a contradiction (for Q is non- 
Abelian, as x 4 Z(N,( Q))). 
Remarks. The observant reader may have noted that Theorem C could 
be replaced by 
THEOREM C’. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(n, a=), x, y E G be such 
that the eigenvalues of x all lie on an arc of length less than 245 and the 
eigenvalues of y all lie on an arc of length less than TI on the unit circle. Then 
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[x, y] = 1,. (So in particular, the elements whose eigenvalues lie on an arc 
of length less than 2n/5 on the unit circle generate an Abelian normal 
subgroup of G. This strengthens a theorem of Frobenius (14.15 of [3])). 
Also, Theorem D can be strengthened to: 
THEOREM D’. Let x be a p-element of order p” of G whose eigenvalues 
all lie on an arc of length less than n/3 + z(p - S)/4p, where 6 E { - 1, 1, 3, 5 } 
and p z 6 (mod 8) (p > 7, a prime). Then (xg: gg G) is Abelian. 
Proof of Theorem D’. Follow the proof of Theorem D, but note that 
there are no eigenvalues on the perimeter of the shaded region on Scheme 1 
by Theorem B. 
We conclude with a result which is, in a sense, optimal. 
THEOREM E. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(n, C). Suppose that x is 
a 2-element of G whose eigenvalues all lie on an arc of length less than rc on 
the unit circle. Then (x” : g E G) is Abelian. 
Proof Suppose that the theorem is false, and choose a counterexample 
so that first n, then I(x)\, then IGI are minimized. Note that I(x)1 ~2. 
Step 1. Using Lemma 2, G is irreducible and primitive. 
Step 2. x lies in no proper normal subgroup of G. 
Proof of Step 2. Similar to the proof of Step 1 of Theorem D. 
Step 3. Qi(O,(G)) is non-Abelian. 
Proof of Step 3. Let x have order 2”. Then x has at most 2”-’ distict 
eigenvalues. Thus in any reduction (mod 2) of G, x~~-’ - 1 = 
(x - l)*“-’ = 0, so that x*~-’ eQi(O*(G)). If Q,(O,(G)) is Abelian, then 
<n p-6 II 1 
m-1 
4p 




Q,(O,(G)) 6 Z(G) (as G is primitive), so that xZmm’ is a scalar matrix. But 
then we can replace x by a scalar multiple x0 so that XT-’ = 1, and by the 
choice of G we see that x0 is a scalar matrix, so x is, a contradiction. 
Step 4. O*(F*(G)) <Z(G). 
Proof of Step 4. Let N=02(F*(G)). Then NnO,(G)<Z(O,(G)), so 
that, by Step 3, O,(G)/O,(G) AN is not cyclic. Thus G #N(x), so that, by 
the choice of G, XE O,(N(x)). It follows easily that [N, x] = 1. Thus 
x E C,(N), so since C,(N) a G, we have N < Z(G) by step 2. 
Step 5. x2 E O,(G), and x4 = 1,. 
Proof of Step 5. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G with x E S. Then 
S # G (by step 1) so that (x’: s E S) ( = A, say) is Abelian (and normal in 
S). Then [O,(G), A, A] = 1 so that [O,(G), x, x] = 1. However, by Step 4, 
G/Z(G) O,(G) is faithfully represented as a group of linear transformations 
on O,(G)/@(O,(G)), so that X*E O,(G). Now O,(G)=ZE, where E is 
extraspecial and Z is cyclic and central, so that x4 is a scalar matrix (as G 
is primitive) and as in the proof of step 3, x4 = 1,. 
Step 6. n= 2. 
proof of Step 6. Since x&O,(G), it follows from the Baer-Suzuki 
theorem that there is some ge G such that (x, xg) is not a 2-group. Hence 
x +! O,( (x, xg)), so that G = (x, x”). By step 5, x has only two eigenvalues 
so by Blichfeldt’s two eigenvalue argument (and step l), n = 2. 
(For the convenience of the reader we outline a proof of Blichfeldt’s two 
eigenvalue argument. Let y = x g, We may choose a vector u ( #O) in @” 
and some 1 EC such that v(x - v) = Au. Then (as x and y have quadratic 
minimum polynomials) @v + Cox ( = @o + @uy) is (x, r) -invariant). 
Step 7. The final contradiction. From step 3, Q,(O,(G)) is extraspecial, 
and from step 6 Q,(O,(G) has a (faithful) 2-dimensional representation 
over @. Thus Q,(O,(G)) E D8, contrary to Rigby 143 (for there is a cyclic, 
non-central subgroup, C, of Q,(O,(G)) which satisfies CCHAR Q,(O,(G)) 
CHAR G, contrary to the fact that G is primitive). 
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